§ 644.424  Development of public port or industrial facilities.

(a) Authority. Section 108 of Pub. L. 86-645 approved 14 July 1960 (33 U.S.C. 578) authorizes the Secretary of the Army, after certain determinations are made, to convey land which is a part of a water resource development project to a state, political subdivision thereof, port district, port authority, or other body created by the State or through a compact between two or more States for the purpose of developing or encouraging the development of public port or industrial facilities.

(b) Limitation. Only lands within a navigation project will be made available for conveyance for these purposes.

(c) Delegations, rules, and regulations. Pursuant to rules and regulations published in the Federal Register 11 March 1961 (26 FR 2117–2118; 33 CFR 211.141 through 211.147),
(1) The Chief of Engineers or the Director of Civil Works has been delegated authority to determine:

(i) That the development of public port or industrial facilities on land within a project will be in the public interest;

(ii) That such development will not interfere with the operation and maintenance of the project;

(iii) That the disposition of the land for these purposes under this Act will serve the objectives of the project;

(iv) If two or more agencies file applications for the same land, which agency’s intended use of the land will best promote the purpose for which the project was authorized; and

(v) The conditions, reservations and restrictions to be included in a conveyance under the Act.

(2) The District Engineer has been delegated authority to:

(i) Give notice of any proposed conveyance under the Act and afford an opportunity to interested eligible agencies in the general vicinity of the land to apply for its purchase; and

(ii) Determine the period of time in which applications for conveyances may be filed.

(3) Notice. The District Engineer shall give notice of the availability of any land for conveyance under this Act and afford an opportunity to eligible agencies in the general vicinity of the land to apply for its purchase (i) by publication at least twice at not less than 15-day intervals in two newspapers having general circulation within the state in which the available land is located and, if any agency of an adjoining state or states may have an interest in the development of public port or industrial facilities on the available land.

(4) Filing of application. Any agency interested in the development of public ports or industrial facilities upon the available land shall file a written application with the District Engineer within the time designated in the public notice. The application shall state fully the purposes for which the land is desired and the scope of proposed development.

(5) Price. No conveyance shall be made for a price less than the fair market value of the land.

(6) Conveyance. Any conveyance of land under this Act for public port or industrial facilities will be by quit-claim deed in the form of Figure 11-5 in ER 405-1-12 executed by the Secretary of the Army.

(d) Procedure. (1) Proposals to convey land included in navigation projects for development of public port or industrial facilities will be forwarded by the District Engineer, through the Division Engineer, to HQDA (DAEN-REM), with recommendations, and with the information required by §644.329, and such additional information as will enable the Chief of Engineers to make the determinations required under paragraph (c)(1) of this section.

(2) Upon receipt of notification from the Chief of Engineers that the property is available for sale for development of public port or industrial facilities, the District Engineer shall give notice of such availability in accordance with paragraph (c)(3) of this section. The public notice will follow substantially the guide format in Figure 11-4 of ER 405-1-12.

(3) If two or more applications are received from eligible agencies, all applications, with recommendations, will be forwarded, through the Division Engineer, to DAEN-REM for the determination referred to in paragraph (c)(1)(iv) of this section.

(4) Upon determination of the actual property to be included in a conveyance, the fair market value thereof will be established by an appraisal.

(5) Upon the acceptance of an application, negotiations will be conducted at the price established by the appraisal. However, the applicant will be advised that the price is subject to approval by the Secretary of the Army. This is necessary since the Secretary of the Army has not delegated his authority to determine the fair market value for conveyances under this Act. If public port facilities that can be used in connection with proposed industrial facilities have not been constructed in
§ 644.425 Authority and procedure for disposal of surplus property by DA to eligible public agencies.

FPMR 101–47.303–2 provides that the disposal agency shall allow a reasonable period of time for states, municipalities, and their instrumentalities, to perfect a comprehensive and coordinated plan of use and procurement of surplus property in which they may be interested. This provision applies to surplus property that can be disposed of by negotiated sale under the special acts listed in §§ 644.428 through 644.432 for public highways, streets, and alleys under the Act listed in §§ 644.421 and 644.422, by transfer to the District of Columbia under § 644.407, and under the individual agency negotiating authority of the Federal Property Act, (40 U.S.C. 484(e)(3)). A listing of the special acts, with the eligible public agencies, and some guides for classification of property for disposal are contained in FPMR, 101–47.4905.

§ 644.426 Classification.

Pursuant to FPMR, 101–47.303–1, any item of surplus land not reported to GSA for disposal in accordance with §§ 644.348 through 644.367 will be classified according to its highest and best use, e.g., industrial, commercial, agricultural, or for disposal under the special acts referred to above. Where required by the special acts, classification will be coordinated with the interested Federal agency. The classification will be recorded on ENG Form 1825 (Real Property Classification), with sufficient information to justify the classification. Surplus property may be reclassified from time to time whenever such action is deemed appropriate.

Based on its classification, notice of the availability of surplus land for disposal will be given to public agencies eligible to procure such property as provided in § 644.427.

§ 644.427 Notice to eligible public agencies.

FPMR, 101–47.303–2 and 101–47.308–1, et seq., provide a procedure of formal notice to eligible public agencies of the availability of surplus land for disposal. Notices are not required for property having an estimated fair market value of less than $1,000, except where the disposal agency has reason to believe that an eligible public agency may be interested in the property. Notices as provided in this section will be given for all surplus airport property and surplus fee-owned land for which the Army is the disposal agency, that is classified for disposal under a special act, or if there is reason to believe that a public agency may be interested in acquiring the land by negotiation at its appraised fair market value under the Federal Property Act (40 U.S.C. 484(e)(3)(H)).

§ 644.428 Airport property.

(a) Eligible transferees. The right to acquire surplus property without monetary consideration for airport purposes, under 50 U.S.C. 1622(g), with the approval of the Administrator of GSA, is limited to states, political subdivisions, municipalities and tax-supported institutions. This is the proper statutory provision governing transfers of entire military airports to state or local agencies for their use as public airports. The right of such transferees is subordinate to the priority of Federal agencies to acquire the property for their own use. Airport property will not be disposed of for any other non-Federal use until every reasonable effort has been made to dispose of it for airport purposes.

(b) Preliminary procedures. (1) Request a determination by the Administrator of the FAA that the surplus land is essential, suitable or desirable for the development, improvement, operation or maintenance of a public airport as required by 50 U.S.C. 1622(g)(1).

(2) Upon receipt of a determination by the Administrator of FAA, furnish